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TMS Entertainment Partners With Future Today to Launch
TMS KIDS! and TMS ANIME on Streaming Platforms
Channels Will Be Available Across Multiple Platforms Including Roku, Fire TV and Apple TV,
and Will Offer Dynamic Titles for Anime Fans and Kids of All Ages
LOS ANGELES, CA -- TMS Entertainment USA, Inc. today announced partnership with Future
Today Inc., to bring its hugely popular animated video library to even more global viewers.
Available on most major streaming platforms, TMS ANIME and TMS KIDS! will feature TMS
Entertainment’s beloved titles such as Bananya, Saint Seiya, The Lost Canvas and ItaKiss on
TMS ANIME and Galaxy High, Monster Rancher and Sherlock Hound on TMS KIDS!.
More contents such as TMS’ hit series Lupin The 3rd will be added in near future.

“We’re very proud and happy to be able to offer TMS KIDS! and TMS ANIME on major
streaming devices,” said Yoshiharu Suzuki, President and CEO of TMS Entertainment. “Anime
fans and kids of all ages can now enjoy our amazing programs and we look forward to adding
even more titles in the future.”
About TMS Entertainment Co., Ltd.
TMS Entertainment Co., Ltd. (better known as TMS) is one of the world's largest and most
distinguished animation studios. TMS has won recognition from the international filmmaking
industry for its highly-acclaimed animation, pioneering techniques and proud commitment to
quality. With a dedicated team of development, production and design executives, TMS'
growing reputation is reflected by the versatility, artistry and originality of the programs the
company has produced for international markets worldwide. Established in 1964, TMS has
produced more than 200 features, and over 100 TV program series, with a total of 12,000 half
hours for global distribution. TMS programs have attained worldwide recognition and TMS will
continue to strive for excellence.
Website: www.tms-e.com/english/
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About Future Today
Future Today is a multi-platform video distribution company that works with over 500 Content
Partners – Media Companies, Production Studios, Multi-Channel Networks and YouTube
Creators – to help distribute, market and monetize their content by publishing custom branded
channels on platforms such as Roku, Amazon Fire TV, Apple TV and Smart TVs. Future Today
channels have been downloaded over 17 million times.
Website: www.futuretodayinc.com
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